Sean Hogan by Hogan, Sean
Edited Interview with Sean Hogan in Cathal Brugha Street (29/4/2008) 
Mairtin Mac Con Iomaire (MM) Sean Hogan (SH) 
I. MM: Where and when were you born? 
2. SH: I was born on the lOth June 1953 in Ballyfermot, I'm actually one of three, triplets, two 
girls and myself, and blessed art thou among women (laugh). We were actually big news when we 
were born, front page headlines in the Irish Press (laugh). There are actually twins in the family 
too; I am one of nine siblings. My father was a shoe maker I shoe repairer, he used to make all our 
shoes so that is how the shoes always looked well, he saved the good leather. My mother was a 
seamstress. Her name is Eugena Conlon and she used to live in Inchicore, her grandfather was 
German, there was German blood in the family, so we reckon that is where she got the firm hand 
(laugh), to raise nine siblings like i.ls. 
3 . MM: So the grandfather was German, do you remember his surname? 
4. SH: Melhorn. 
5. MM: You were one of nine children, where did you come in the family? 
6. SH: The twins came first, then Margaret, then the triplets came, and at one stage my mother 
had six of us under five years of age. When you look back on those days, Francis came along, 
Geraldine and Declan. They had difficult periods raising us but we all stayed at home thank god. 
In fairness to my mother's sisters an that, they all came and gave a hand, naturally, and as my 
father said when you had so many children and no public transport, just a pram and my mother 
trying to figure out how the blazes we'd all get on it, but we all survived, thank god. So then I 
went to Clarendon Street School, believe it or not 
7. MM: That wouldn't have been your local school? 
8. SH: No, what happened is that we started off in Ballyfermot in the Dominican, and then we 
went to Clarendon Street School because my sister was going there so she took me by the hand, 
and then I went back to Ballyfermot to the De La Salle. 
9. MM: That was for secondary school, was it? How many years did you do there? 
10. SH: Three years, at that time, and how I started in the hotel and catering business was that 
frrst of all I got a job as a pageboy in Jury's in Dame Street in 1968/9. 
11. MM: How did that come about? 
12. SH: My father knew Eddie Corcoran, you know, and he said they were looking for just 
summer work. 
13. MM: Is this Eddie Corcoran who is involved in the FAI? 
14. SH: Yes, Eddie was a head waiter- banqueting style- and I tried to get into the waiting but I 
was too young. Then what happened is that I used to be the pageboy that would d1ive the lift, artd 
at that time it was a manual1ift, and Willy Opperman was the general manager and when he used 
to come in at 8.20am you would be assigned to the lift to bring him to the fourth floor and to make 
sure you landed on the fourth floor (laugh), so there was a knack in doing it, you know (laugh). 
You would be assigned to do the brass first and after that the rest of the pageboy's duties entailed, 
I used to love going around with the telegrams, you know, telegrams would arrive in and you 
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would have to go around paging someone, and there was certain clients at that time who would 
say there was a telegram for me, there wouldn't be but they'd give you a telegram and you had to 
go through the restaurant calling their name for sheer attention seeking (laugh), and in my best 
Dublin accent I'd call out 'Mr. Jones' or 'Mr. Burke' only so they could call out 'over here, young 
lad' (laugh), and as a young lad I would go over with the silver tray with the telegram and as my 
father used to say 'that fellow is coming home, how is he getting these silver crowns and all?', and 
he was trying to figure out what was going on (laugh). He met Colm Wise who was the general 
manager and said 'what' s my son doing in there?', and Colm said 'oh, no, Sean has the gift of the 
gab and will do well'. Lee Kidney used to work in the Moira Hotel, and in my Jury's time I 
encountered John O'Hara, the famous man from Athlone (IT), he was a waiter there, head waiter 
in room service. Then from there I went to the Dolphin with Eddie Corcoran, if you remember he 
opened it up. 
15. MM: What happened there? Was this with Eamon Andrews? 
16. SH: Eamon Andrews, yes ~d Colm O'Connell who was the banqueting manager of Jury's 
went with Eddie Corcoran and that is how I got the job there as a commis waiter. We did functions 
also in the Portmarnock Club which Eamon Andrews has only just taken over, so you were shifted 
at the weekends out there for the banqueting and they started bringing in Caberet's and acts into 
the Dolphin Hotel. Now the Dolphin they did up and had it as a wild saloon. 
17. MM: What is the story, had the Dolphin been shut down for a number of years? 
18. SH: It had been shut down a couple of years because the old Dolphin had been a prestige 
hotel at the time and when Eamon Andrews took over they didn't have bedrooms as such, they put 
it into entertainment, they had wild saloon, you had a boat restaurant like the Mississippi one, it 
was more like what we do today with the Event Management course. 
19. MM: Was Paddy Keys there as chef? 
20. SH: Paddy Keys was there as chef, but I didn ' t stay too long there because I went to the 
Hibernian to serve my apprenticeship as a commis waiter, you know. How that came about is that 
Eddie had said 'you can only get so much here, if you are pursuing this field you have got to go to 
a decent hotel'. So John McGann and Johnny Bacon took me on there and we were then sent to 
Cathal Brugha Street two days a week, which was StMary's College. 
21. MM: So both John McGann and Johnny Bacon were the two head waiters in the Royal 
Hibernian Hotel at that time? 
22. SH: Yes, they were the two head waiters, and I was taken under both their wings and you 
were supposed to serve a full four years apprenticeship but from my recollection I was taken out 
after two years, I must have been good (laugh). I know I came first in the college in the exams. 
23 . MM: Who were your teachers in college in Cathal Brugha Street? 
24. SH: I had Kevin O'Rourke, John Byrne who had been in the Gresham, there was a female 
who I can't think ofher name, and I know at the time we were to get the certificates of them, there 
was a fierce disaster in Dublin and they postponed our graduation day. 
25. MM: That must have been the Dublin bombings of either 1972 or 1973? 
26. SH: Yes the bombings, so the whole thing was knocked on the head. I have a copy of the 
certificate if you would like to see it. 
27. MM: That would be great, what subjects did you cover in college? 
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28. SH: It was in the afternoons, you had to go twice a week from 3-5pm. We did the kitchen and 
larder, believe it or not, you did that side before you came to this side with the Gueridon work. We 
had a bit of housekeeping and all thrown in, so a bit of everything. You had someone for home 
economics because at that time this was the place for that, and in languages we did the culinary 
French, then you had somebody for accountancy, but at that time it was just known as maths 
(laugh). The culinary French was very important because the menu languages in the Hibernian at 
that time, our menus were done out in French, you know. You have some copies of them. 
29. During my apprenticeship then, as I said you were given the menial tasks to do, the first thing you 
did when you came in, in the morning, was to clean all the silver, the cutlery and the cruets and 
then the copper pans. To this day I think that you still had to use sand flour and lemon and as they 
say, elbow grease (laugh). They would come in to inspect them and it is just like when you came 
in for duty at 12.00 they would check your shoes. Of course with my father being a shoe maker, I 
had the best shoes and the best shine (laugh), and then they'd check your sock to see if they were 
black (laughter), and myself and Johnny Brown who came from a big family too, I remember one 
day he had no black socks, and i(you didn't have black socks you 'd be sent off duty, so I said you 
wear the left one and I'll wear the right one and we'll just show them one sock each (laugh). But 
during the apprenticeship in those days we worked in the Lafayette Restaurant which was prestige 
there, you know, where you had John McGann and Johnny Bacon as the restaurant managers, and 
then you had eight station head waiters, twelve waiters, a sommelier and twelve commis. Then you 
had the different sections of commis. 
30. MM: You had twelve commis waiters? 
31. SH: The reason why you had so many was that at the weekends in the wintertime we would 
do the gastronomic events, which you would bring a chef over from France, certain parts, mostly 
France, and if say we are doing this region and doing his dishes, we would match the wines with 
them. It used to be a twelve course meal and the commis starting in the ballroom of the Hibernian 
it would be all set up and we used to parade around with our big trays, you know. Now those 
dinners, they say at that time that they were very dear and that only the five percent bracket could 
afford it. Now at that time you had your cigarette breaks, your sorbet and then your cigars and 
liqueurs at the end. 
32. MM: Between which courses was the cigarette break? 
33. SH: It was usually after the fish course, then the entree and you would give them a sorbet and 
then they would be going for their smoke break and you would be going around changing 
ashtrays . Now at that time they only did it at those dinners, because at normal dinners they would 
be smoking at any time, but for these dinners they would only smoke at that time because the 
ladies had these big cigarette holders and they used to love it, and believe it or not, the gents used 
to open up snuffboxes and take a bit of snuff. And when the cigars came it was the gents turn then 
when they produced the cigars, and we used to go around with our selection of cigars and our 
cutters and I used to love nipping the cigars, and at that time you would be trying to sell the big 
Havana cigars . Believe it or not, yes you'd have the small half coronas for the ladies, and yes, they 
did partake. They'd say 'don't mind these male chauvinists, I'll have one', and then you came out 
with your brandies and liqueurs and at that time you had the liqueur trolleys in each section of the 
room, and then believe it or not we had fine crystal glasses to sell the brandy, the whole emphasis 
was marketing all the time, the wines were purposely brought over and you had to sell them, and 
the liqueurs that went with it. Of course these dinners often went on until 2am. They didn't have 
music, at the latter stage they decided to putting it on but they realised you don't need a band. At 
that stage, believe it or not, in the ballroom, they would move them out to the Donegal Lounge 
which was a big area and they would have their teas and coffees and they would be selling their 
liqueurs. 
34. I may be jumping the gun here, but when we moved up to Iveagh House, when I was appointed as 
a banqueting head waiter or a station head. I was appointed to Iveagh House: (a) because I had a 
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car and didn't drink, and (b) because on a minutes notice you would be brought up. The Hibernian 
Hotel was the first hotel to take over when the Russell closed in 1974. We got it then and I was the 
youngest head waiter in town to take over this so called prestige job. At that time you had small 
and big functions. Now the small ones I'd be sent up for but the big ones, it was Johnny Bacon. 
Again we had an entourage of head waiters and sommeliers and again what we used to do was 
after the meal, coffee and all that would be served in one of the lounges, and all that and again 
with the crystal glasses. On one occasion we had commis that used to come over from France and 
we used to send commis over there, but this particular commis unfortunately fell down the stairs 
and broke crystal glass. Well, to this day, I think I'm still writing letters about it. They had to 
weigh the crystal glass to make sure all the splinters added up to it (laugh), and unfortunately the 
poor chap was rushed off to Steven's Hospital, but she (housekeeper) didn't care about the 
individual, 'the glassware is gone, where is it? What happened?' You know, this day in age, you 
wouldn't be allowed with health and safety and that, because it was a spiral staircase and the poor 
chap did fall and twelve glasses were shattered. But to hell with him, she was more concerned 
about the glasses, the next day I remember when I went up 'Sean, you were the Maitre d', give me 
a full report', and no matter what·I wrote was not good enough- the glass again. Every week I'd 
be still writing reports for it, the incident, the time factor, they were only short of taking me down 
to Pearse Street (Police) Station and asking what happened to the Waterford Crystal, nothing about 
the poor individual that was lying in hospital (laugh). 
35 . MM: But the controls were there, weighing the glass fragments to make sure no one had 
actually taken one? 
36. SH: Exactly, and again the controls were there. 
37. MM: I remember talking to Garret Fitzgerald who recalled a Salmon falling on the ground and 
them having to wait an hour and a half till another one came up from the Royal Hibernian. Do you 
remember that event? 
38. SH: (note: Sean phoned after the interview to say it was Eddie Murray who was the head 
waiter when the Salmon fell on the ground) Well, one particular incident I remember was that 
someone wanted cheese and we hadn't got enough, and we said it to the policeman 'listen, we 
need the cheese', so straight into the police car immediately, sirens down to the Hibernian, down 
one way streets and all, straight in, the cheeseboard was ready for us, and back up to Iveagh House 
and no one noticed, the cheese was served within ten minutes and everyone thought that was great. 
But they didn't realise that we had the police there, yes, incidents like that or someone would say 
'can I have something different', but we had the police standing by to go down to the Hibernian 
and bring it back. It was easier with the Russell being closer, but when we took over there was a 
shock for the Government Department at the time because we did things slightly differently. They 
felt an honour and all that, and it was an honour for us but at the same time there was money to be 
made (laugh), and at that time we also did Dublin Castle and Malahide Castle we actually did, we 
were the fust to do it. At that time Ireland had been handed the EEC and we had to put on a show 
and prove we could do it. At that time you had the chef Noblet and Nicky Cluskey who also 
worked up in Iveagh House, but you had Johnny Bacon who really looked after Iveagh House and 
John Rigby and that, you know. And as I said for small lunches I was given it to look after but at 
that time you always had plenty of staff, where even for a party of eight you would have a head 
waiter, a station head waiter, a sommelier and a commis (laugh) you would be scratching your 
hands standing around, but at that time everything was done precise and it was the same when we 
did the big State Banquets. We had so many waiters and station heads on the top tables, the 
amount of waiting personnel you had. 
39. MM: What age were you when you got into Jury's? 
40. SH: I was fourteen going into Jury's, about sixteen going into the Dolphin, and about 
seventeen going into the Hibernian. 
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41. MM: So by the time you were nineteen you were a full waiter, thanks to the accelerated 
learning? (laugh) 
42. SB: Thanks to the certificate I had from (laugh) St. Mary's College, you know. 
43. MM: So nineteen brings up to 1972 and then in 1974 you start to do Iveagh House? 
44. SH: And in 1979, I left and went to the Berkley Court Hotel, because Michael Governey who 
was general manager of the Royal Hibernian Hotel had moved and nine months later I joined him 
over there. 
45. MM: Just to go back to the Royal Hibernian Hotel for a few moments, you started there in 
1970, who was there at that time? 
46. SB: Roger Noblet was the chef there, Ken Besson was still there, and he had a French manger 
called Manesero. At that time the Hibernian and the Russell were sister hotels, they hadn't been 
sold out yet, but I think that year they were sold to Lyons group who didn't hold on to it for long 
before it was purchased to Kinglsey Windsor group. Manesero was the contact for all these French 
gastronomic events as they were called. Noblet also had his roots in France although he had been 
in Ireland for years. They tried it and it was very successful and they ran that in winter time on a 
Saturday evening and as soon as they saw the menus the people booked immediately and we 
found that this was very good but we also found a way then to sell the wines too, and then the 
liqueurs and then the found it as a money racket after that. 
47 . MM: So the idea is that you up-sold everything, you sold the wines from the region that you 
were covering, and the liqueurs likewise? How many seasons did that go on for? 
48. SB: It went on for about five or six years, it was a great success and then what happened is 
that the changeover came and they didn't run it. It was purposely run around January and February 
and maybe into March depending on if rugby internationals were scheduled. At that stage, one 
year they ran it in October and November. In the Hibernian they tried to sell rooms with it, but in 
such a small hotel the rooms went anyhow. It was to fill the ballroom on Saturday nights and those 
particular nights. 
49. MM: How many people would have been at these gastronomic events? 
50. SH: Around three hundred people, they had moved it into the ballroom and that is how they 
fit more in, so it was a real big event. The higher echelons of society loved being there, at that time 
you had all the horsy people of course. And to do that number of people with twelve courses, the 
delft alone, god forgive me, you would start serving at 7pm and by the time you would be serving 
the dessert, the poor commis at that time would be absolutely exhausted, more so then with the 
smoking break, but what happened then is that they trimmed the courses. The portions got smaller 
and then the courses were reduced and before they finished up they realised to just put it down to a 
six courses. At that time you had savouries and all , cheese and savouries, if you have a look at the 
old menus, but at that time they didn't mind because you were selling the wines with it, you know. 
51 . MM: So the gastronomic events went on for five or six years and whittled down from twelve 
courses at first to six courses at the end. Who else worked in the kitchen and front of house in the 
Hibernian at that time? 
52. SB: Well there was Roger Noblet and Nicky Cluskey, in the kitchen with Ray Carroll in the 
pastry, who was an excellent pastry chef and eventually opened up his own place, there was Mary 
Murphy there on larder. At that time, the demarcation thing was in and the only reason that I got 
into the kitchen was like everything, I was putting plates into the hotplate and it was an old gas 
oven and the bloody thing blew out and it blew me from one side of the kitchen to the other. That 
was it, just get up, wipe yourself down and get on with it (laugh), but then I got to know the chefs. 
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Johnny Hobbs was on the vegetable side of it, Nicky Cluskey was on the sauce, there was an in-
house training started by John Rigby and that and eventually they allowed the waiting personnel in 
around the kitchen to see what was going on. 
53 . MM: John Rigby was one of the head waiters? 
54. SH: That's right, he went on to the Lobster Pot. When you were a station head waiter, if you 
have a look at the menus we had a lot of Gueridon work, you know, Steak Diane, Kidneys Flambe 
and all that, and Steak Tartare, and that is where the station head waiter would do it rather than the 
waiter. The station head waiter would take the order and then he would perform, you know. The 
Lafayette Restaurant was broke up into three rooms: the top room was the Dawson Room, the 
middle room was known as Maxim's since it had the same decor as Maxim's in Paris and the 
banquettes, and then you had the Waterford Room because we were the first restaurant ever to 
have the Waterford chandelier which was purposely designed for that restaurant. 
55. MM: So the whole restaurant ~as called the Lafayette but you had three separate rooms. 
56. SH: Yes, and the lounge area then was the Donegal Lounge because we had the Donegal 
tweed carpet and that was famous for the afternoon teas and cocktail bars. They used to have the 
famous cocktail bar down below, with Jack and George, they ran it and to get there alone (you had 
arrived in society). The Hibernian was famous for its afternoon teas. Now the afternoon teas came 
on a big brass tray which was around twenty two inches round and again the poor commis had to 
lift it to the table and again the weight of those, you know you had your hot toast, your croissants, 
you had pastry, sandwiches and your silver teapot and you could feel the weight of it. 
57. MM: You probably had a spare teapot filled with boiling water to fill up or water down the tea? 
58. SH: That's right and you had a slop basin where they poured out and then you would go 
around and refresh the tea, and the afternoon tea was always served from 3-5.30pm but people 
used to come in, the higher echelons of society, and spend the afternoon there. 
59. MM: Was the Rotisserie there at this stage? 
60. SH: No, that came later. Sean Kelly opened up the Rotisserie, he looked after that but the 
Bianconi Grill was still there and stayed till the end. The Bianconi Grill looked after the people 
who would come in from the cocktail bar into the Bianconi Grill. 
61. MM: But was the Bianconi Grill less formal than the Lafayette? 
62. SH: That's right, the Lafayette still remained the formal restaurant where you had to wear a 
shirt and tie for the gents and the ladies usually dressed up, you know. Big business men for lunch, 
and if you saw the lunches with the a Ia carte and even the choices you got on the table d 'hate, 
whereas lunches often went into tea time with the long business lunches that used to go on. 
63. MM: What sort of customers did you have in there? 
64. SH: A lot of business people, tourists, believe it or not, a lot of people who stayed in the 
restaurant used to eat there and they had to book ahead of time before they got into the restaurant. 
Again the type of service we gave was very formal, you could come in at 8pm and the staff would 
still be there at 2am serving teas and coffees. They had a far breakfast room, purposely on the far 
side because of the late dining. Many a night people slept on the banquettes (laugh). You had a lot 
of theatre people too, even though last orders were at 10.30pm but (laugh) when you look at our 
order it didn't matter, everything was cooked to order. So it was often late nights. 
65. MM: Are you talking about the likes ofMacLiam6ir and that? 
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66. SH: Oh, yes they were always in, the two ofthem, Hilton Edwards loved it. They would come 
over after the shows, let us know they were coming, or on a night off they would come, and they 
loved the Maxim's room. It reminded them of Paris, they didn't like the Dawson. People had 
particular areas or rooms that they liked. 
67. MM: How many people could the Lafayette seat? 
68. SH: Well, because of the three rooms, you could actually do up to eighty six covers. The 
Dawson Room itself could hold twenty five or thirty. Naturally for a rugby weekend the posh 
chairs went out and you took more. The Waterford Room was always known as the tour bus room 
where you could fit as many coaches in because trestle tables were used. But as I said you had the 
chef de partie system in the kitchen and everything was prepared fresh on the day. 
69. MM: What was the kitchen like? Was it old-fashioned? 
70. SH: It was very old fashioned, it had its different comers, as you went in on your right hand 
side, they had the larder area and that is where you would have collected your cold starters and all 
where you would go from one side of the kitchen to the other if you collected your hot starter. Get 
your cold starter first and then up to the hot plate and pick up the hot starters and then get in to the 
room. That is why you needed the commis waiters to act as runners for you because you also had a 
dispense bar. It is like the afternoon teas where the still room was kept further a field and you had 
the runners, you know. 
71. MM: By this time, Sean, had you started to go out to eat yourself? 
72. SH: Yes, well believe it or not, they encouraged it, what happened was that as a commis, John 
Brown and I used to go to Anne Street, you know, the Trocadero was still there and across the way 
was Quo Vadis which we found cheaper so we ate there. And in South Anne Street there used to 
be an Italian place and they had the best Spaghetti Bolognaise there, I can't remember its name but 
it was across from the night club. Of course we also ended up in the Green Rooster on O'Connell 
Street which was a real haunt for the waiters (laugh) because it stayed open late at night. When 
you came off work, and you wanted something, you would go there or the place in Cabra. At that 
time this wasn't gourmet cooking (laugh) but that was that end of things. In fairness it was the 
gastronomic seasons that set it off for us, because then you had a whole turbot, and if you were a 
station waiter, you cut the turbot and divided it and portioned it and that. In fairness Noblet used to 
get us to taste the food and I thought that was very important, so you could see it and taste it and 
then we were aware of what the customer was having and you'd have to sell it. Again everything 
was done fresh, can you imagine doing a whole turbot today? 
73. MM: And they were probably big turbot? 
74. SH: Oh, they were actually huge, and you would take them on the bone and cut them first and 
if the clients wanted it off the bone, some of the gents insisted on doing it particularly for the 
ladies and you had to do it fast to keep it warm. And the sweets then, the great crepes suzettes and 
believe it or not there was always some Gueridon work involved on those gastronomic nights and 
you'd be doing your nut waiting on pans and stuff, saying 'who put this on?' There would be 
different pancakes flamed with different liqueurs. It could be crepes Normande or Breton or 
whatever. 
75 . When I moved to the Berkley Court, I must say in fairness to Michael Govemey he was one of the 
best hoteliers around, because he trained under Hector Fabron, and Michael Govemey gave 
everyone a chance, it is something that he introduced in the Hibernian that chefs, particularly the 
young commis chefs, come the other side of the hotplate and see what else is happening and be 
aware of what was happening, and later on when he was in the Berkley Court he called it the day 
training session where you could go upstairs and one day you'd learn how to make a bed. Believe 
it or not, it brought great teamwork and camaraderie because you appreciated what there work was 
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like, the same in reception and in fairness when you started in the Berkley Court when Michael 
Governey was there, you were brought on a tour and everywhere you were shown, you just 
weren't thrown in the area. First of all the Berkley, the prestige of it, you know. 
76. MM: What was the official name of the fme dining room in the Berkley Court? 
77. SH: It was just the Berkley Room or the Berkley Restaurant. We always insisted that you had 
a jacket and a tie, and if you hadn't got a tie you couldn' t get into the Berkley Court, and then we 
used to have ties that were purposely given to you but the gents used to take them as souvenirs and 
later what happened was that a jacket was required and in fairness Louis Copeland gave us a few 
jackets which we could give to our clients and some of those jackets mysteriously vanished, the 
waiters never got any of them (laugh) it was the clients. But at that stage, as I said, the restaurant 
was done fine dining but with less staff There were only two restaurant managers (laugh) and 
your waiters, and at that stage there were no sommeliers, you had to do that yourself. 
78. MM: So you joined the Berkley Court nine months after it opened, was this PV Doyle's first 
' five star' hotel? 
79. SH: PV Doyle poached Michael Governey and put a proposition to Michael Govemey that he 
was going top of the market, fine dining, and really picked Michael Govemey's brains and in 
fairness they did see that if you spend money you will make money. And PV in his wildest dreams 
never thought it could be done, but after Michael Govemey went there, within a year we were 
dealing with the higher echelons of society, the Michael Smur:fits, the Denis Desmonds, the JP Me 
Manus and when PV realised that yes, I could get them, we never had to worry about budget 
accounts or that when PV ran the hotel because we were known, well the accountants called us the 
white elephants because they were pouring so much into the establishment, it was always the best 
of everything, but PV always looked on it as his hotel. On a Saturday night we had to tell Vincent 
Doyle to sit down and stop doing Maitre D 'hotel in the restaurant because he was jeopardising our 
future (laughter), he was buying everybody drinks but at the same time he was approachable and 
in fairness, if we wanted anything, like if the carpet was fraying, he'd replace it immediately. With 
Jury's, three years later you would still be looking at the same carpet. With PV you got it 
immediately or you got your answer within three days. 
80. MM: Who was in the kitchen when you went there first? 
81. SH: Eugene Me Sweeney, he stayed about two or three years. He brought in a great menu, he 
was renowned. He had a full chef de partie system there. When the hotel opened first we had the 
biggest brigade of chefs and again it was the old tradition, Michael Govemey brought that with 
him, the same with the restaurant. But then after a few years they trimmed it down and that's when 
Eugene felt, 'I've done my time here' . 
82 . MM: Do you remember who was with Eugene there? 
83 . SH: He brought a young brigade with him. There was a fellow McDermot, they were all 
young chefs at the time, he trained them. 
84. MM: Did any of them go on to become famous? 
85 . SH: No, well Tony Butler was there in his day and he was a great pastry chef. Tony came 
from the Russell. Lee McAvey went on to the bank. In fairness anyone who was there Brian 
McDonald went on the AlB bank centre, and they did become chefs under Eugene's training. 
After Eugene, Noel Cullen came for a while but didn't stay too long because he was going to 
America and I think Tony Butler took over for a while. Michael O'Neill came from the Westbury 
and stayed about eighteen months before Volker and he was followed by Dermot Whelan. 
86. MM: What position did you go to the Berkley Court as? Did you go as assistant head waiter? 
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87. SH: No, I just went in there as a waiter, John Cartland, Paddy McNamara and David Marks 
were the head waiters. Dave Marks left, Joe in Irish Life was a head waiter, there was four head 
waiters but it went down to three- Dave Marks left and I was appointed, and after Paddy left there 
was only myself and John. At that stage they trimmed us down, it was kind of like the semi-
Hibernian Hotel with the numbers but the responsibility became more. Then eventually myself 
and John took over and we more or less did everything (laugh) sommelier, head waiter, you just 
got stuck in. At that stage we trimmed from twelve waiters to nine waiters or eight waiters so that 
you had four each shift. We used to have four commis waiters but that eventually went, in the 
latter years we had no commis at all. 
88. MM: When did that come to an end? 
89. SH: It started to fall off in the sense that management and the accountants more so looking at 
the rates of pay and realising that you had to pay them and give them more time off and they 
decided that it was ridiculous. In fairness, at ftrst when we trained them, we didn't mind that they 
had served three or four years, now they never served that long, when we had an outlet for them in 
the Palm Court, the restaurant next door. We used to train them and send them in there so they 
were still trained for fme dining but could revert to normal table service, either that or they went to 
banqueting. Bu then when the radical changes came where we lost waiting personnel, just before 
the Jury's came, the Doyle Group trimmed it down and let some chef go and waiting staff, you 
know. 
90. MM: Did they do much banqueting in the Berkley Court? 
91. SH: They did, for such a small hall, the prestige of it, we did the big function for the 
chancellor of Germany, Helmut Kohl, when he came over. The other one we did was the king and 
queen of Spain. You see that time we had a small ballroom because we were the ftrst hotels to 
have a swimming pool and massage area, but then they realised that it wasn' t doing so well, so 
they extended the ballroom and again they would do functions for the higher echelons of society, 
the Smurfit Group and that. 
92. MM: Where had the likes of JP Me Manus and Smurfit and these boys been eating prior to the 
Berkley Court opening? 
93. SB: They had been eating in the Hibernian but as Michael Smurfit would say, he knew us and 
ifhe rang to say 'Hi Sean, I want a roast pheasant', we knew exactly how he liked it cooked and 
we would carve it at the table and the legs he wouldn' t take. It is like the wild duck, the duck 
press, in all the years I used it only three times and that was for him, and Michael Smurftt found 
when he opened up the K Club, that it was easier for him to take a helicopter down from the 
airport than to drive across the city to the Berkley Court. We always knew when Dr. Smurftt was 
coming in and we had his wines and his cigars and of course the famous person that ate at our 
restaurant too was Charlie Haughey. We held his table until 1.15pm, table six, and after that we 
could give it away. You held it just in case, he could come five days out of six or he could come 
three or four days, but that table was sacrosanct until 1.15pm 
94. MM: So he was that regular there? 
95. SB: He was, Charlie was, he was that regular and you held on to his table, at that stage he 
could arrive on a Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday when the Dail was in session but on a 
Monday too, and he could bring the family in on the weekend. Now in fairness you'd get a call to 
say if he was out of the country. And at that time he'd be sending the Lynch-Bages to tables and 
they'd be corning back, you know. At that the restaurant was small, you must remember, and we 
had the five percent bracket eating all around, and that is where most of the deals were done. 
96. MM: So it was the place for all the movers and shakers? 
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97. SH: Oh, yes, everyone used to eat in that restaurant, and as I said, we could get the lobster and 
the sole and the freshest stuff in the market, Sean Kinsella was the only competition at the time, 
you know. Sean and ourselves would be rating the amount of times they came in (laugh). 
98. MM: How about the likes of John Howard? 
99. SH: John in fairness used to eat in our restaurant on Sundays too, but Charlie may have a 
dinner in John's establishment but he'd have lunch with us. We used to have the same clientele 
but he'd have them for dinners and we'd have them for lunches, and vice versa. 
1 OO.MM: At that time, were you aware of the competition, were you eating out yourself? 
10 1.SH: At that time, when I was appointed, you had to go out And at that time you used to eat in 
hotels, to see what competition we were up against. And at that time the Gresham here, believe it 
or not, you'd start out here and we purposely didn't eat in the other Jury I Doyle hotels, but we ate 
in the Central which had been re-done, to check it out. You also checked with your clientele where 
they were eating out and how it was. That is how I ended up going out to Sean Kinsella one night, 
he got stuck one night and Michael Governey asked me to go out, and I thought it was to eat, but it 
was to work, you know, and I met some of our clients out there, like Margaret Heffernan from 
Dunnes Stores. So you would see what they were eating, and again Sean would put on a great 
show, he'd bring your food out and say 'this is the duck you will have' and all that, they 
thoroughly enjoyed all that in the restaurant. Now, the likes of John Howard and that we ate in it 
to see what they were doing and had and all that but we noticed that we had the best wine list and 
that stood to us. But we could because Michael Governey had brought a system in that we had in 
the Hibernian that they would go over to France and buy the best crop of the year and bed them 
down, and then when Berkley opened we had good wines, Chateau de Pez and that and lay them 
down for ten years and then we would make a good profit on them. But then as times changed, 
when the accountants took over, they didn't allow that. They didn't see it as an investment, but in 
fairness Michael did. 
1 02.MM: He probably got that from Hector Fabron? 
I 03 .SH: Yes, and we used to love in the Hibernian the odd time when the Liffey would overflow, 
the cellar would damage and then we could get bottles of wine. I have a nice Chateau Margaux 
1962 which I bought for £2 lOshillings and 6pence. I have it at home still (laugh). 
104.MM: But you never drank Sean, did you? 
I 05 .SH: No, it made me aware in the earlier days in the Hibernian, what happened is that I got a 
car, and Anglia Estate of my father and one particular night we had gone out disco dancing, 
Sloopy's and all that, and I had brought colleagues home who lived in the far side, Crumlin and all 
that. This one particular night I brought a colleague home, and he destroyed my car getting sick, 
and at that time I had an old sheepskin rug in the car so I had to take it out and clean it, and I spent 
the next day cleaning out my car and when I arrived into work this colleague went for me saying 
'thanks to you I never got home'. I said 'what are you talking about, I left you home', ' you didn't, 
he said, 'I had to get a taxi', and to this day I couldn't realise that I did, and the slagging I got off 
my friends because they thought 'how dare you leave him', and I said 'no, I brought him home'. 
And he was after throwing up in my car and I said if that is what drink does to you, no way. And 
believe it or not, when I saw that, I said 'I don't need this', so to this day I've never touched it. I'm 
bad enough without it, and looking back I'm very fortunate because then also in the Hibernian I 
would see things going on in the Locker Room on a Friday, they'd be playing cards and wives 
outside waiting, while you realise the pay packet is being gambled upstairs, and at that time they 
would be playing for big money. You know yourself, waiters at the time would gamble on two 
flies going up a wall, so I said 'this is it'. 
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106.A very funny incident was when the commis waiters were out, you'd get a break from 12.00-
12.30 and ifyou finished you mis en place you could go offto Stephen's Green around 11.45am 
for your break. Myself and John Brown (laugh) used to go up to Stephen's Green, get bread and 
feed the ducks, this particular day people were saying to us 'would you like to buy some grass?' 
and we were saying 'grass, why would we want to but grass, there is loads of it in my garden' 
(laugh), so we went back and told the waiters and they said 'we'll go up and sort them out', that's 
how innocent we were (laugh). At that time the hours were unsocial. In the Hibernian when I first 
started you would do a shift from 8am till10.30am and then back at 12.30- 2.30pm and then back 
at 5.00 - 10 .OOpm and that was your early night. You would think great, you were going at 1 Opm 
knowing they would still be there at 2am. There were days that you would fmish at 3pm on 
Wednesday and you wouldn't be back till 3pm on Thursday, and they tell you that was your day 
off because you had twenty-four hours free (laughter). Wben you look back you say 'how did we 
survive?' but in fairness later on then we got used to getting weekends of£ Wben myself and John 
took over in the Berkley Court, our incentive to the staff was that you would have every second 
weekend off- Saturday and Sunpay - and that way we knew we would have no problems with 
absenteeism. In fairness we ran a tight ship eventually with Michael Governey and he didn't mind 
the flexibility on the roster. One thing that stood to us is that because we gave the waiting staff the 
weekends off, which was unheard of in the Doyle group, because the rest of the waiters in the 
group were wondering what was happening, so Tom O'Dwyer who was shop steward in the 
Brulington said 'let's look at it' and he was branch secretary and once we got it in through the 
union, it was ok. At that time the union was pretty strong, even though we exceeded our quota of 
hours in the one week as opposed to the second week, but one we had achieved that we never had 
a problem with absenteeism because we knew we were going to have a busy weekend and in 
fairness Michael Governey said 'when you are off enjoy it, but when you are on, be on' . Our 
saying was 'you are only as good as you last meal' and we put on a little show, the whole secret is 
to relax the guests, entertain them, sell as much as you can, and assure them that we provide a 
service but weren't servile. 
107. Yes, there were times when a guest would get a bit 'strappy', some of them would chance their 
arms and open a dear bottle of wine and try and say they weren't paying for it, but when I checked 
that there was nothing wrong with it, they did pay for it. One particular occasion Michel Smurfit 
ordered a Chateau Talbot 1966 and I said to him 'I'm a bit concerned' because we had the odd bin 
list and anything on that was questionable. He said 'Sean, it will be fine', and I said 'I don't think 
so', and he said 'it doesn't matter, just open it up'. I poured it out and he tasted it and for that 
second he said 'that's fine', so I got that one wrong, but again by the time his main course was 
ready he tasted it again and by that time the tannins had set and it was gone of£ So he said 'what 
am I going to do now?' so I said 'I'll put a cork in it and it will do you for your chips, the vinegar' 
and he said 'ah, yea'. But Vincent Doyle was at the table and he said 'oh, no, put that down to my 
account and I'll pay for it'. Michael Smurfit said 'no, Sean is saving you money, he is right, he did 
warn me', it ended up he did pay for it because I said 'it's going on the bill, that's it' (laugh). 
1 08.Now despite the odd bin list, we had the best of wines. That came from Michael Governey where 
you could purchase the best of wine, spin them down and by the time you came to sell them the 
mark up was good. At that time they were in the hotel business to stay. Then David and Michael 
they built the penthouse and it was like half the hotel and one designed one section and the other 
designed the other. They brought in fme dining to the suites and all that, and that is when we 
realised what was happening with the bank centre, we realised that there was competition with the 
private dining rooms in the bank centres. They didn't mind paying the extra for the lobsters and 
that. 
109 .MM: You are talking now of the private dining that was with in AlB, Bank of Ireland or Ulster 
Bank. They all had their own private dining rooms near their boardrooms, so they were siphoning 
off customers who would have come to you. 
llO.SH: Not just customers, they were siphoning off the staff as well. In fairness we didn't mind 
but our staff was usually found in these establishments because they were trained well and knew 
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their stuff. In fairness to PV, he came back one day and he said 'Sean, I was down the bank centre 
and your staff were there'. And I said 'no my staff was here, the ones that are here tonight, but 
were you well looked after, and if so what are you worried about?' Now Michael Brennan took it 
another way, he came up and said 'I want to see what staff you have, I was down the bank centre' 
and I said 'what are you worried about?' but he was concerned. They were trained but sometimes 
when the clients came in they would know them and feel embarrassed but they would say don't 
worry I'm just down here for a while, and they were able to tell the bank centre 'listen, make sure 
he has this or has that', the little attributes, we were always aware of what the clients liked or not. 
lll.MM: So there was really a little club of top waiters who knew the clients and could be found 
working at a lot of different occasions? 
112.SH: Exactly, and some of our clients may insist on doing something private at home, the likes 
of Ken Besson. That was my first experience of outdoor catering when he said to me 'Sean, I need 
you tonight'. Now I was only a young gars-Un, as I said to you and I went down to Sallins (Co. 
Kildare), myself and John Brown and a chef. And Besson tried to convince the people he was 
trying to sell his house to that we were the butlers, he'd ring the bell and we'd come in, and they 
were very interested at the time these German people in buying the house and wanted to know if 
the staff came with the deal. Besson was telling the 'yes, the footmen will be here' (laugh). So 
then the highlight of the Berkley Court was getting in to the leading hotels of the world group. 
113 .MM: So the highlight of your time in the Berkley Hotel was getting into the leading hotels in 
the world? 
114.SH: Yes, we were the first in Ireland to get into this, before the Shelbourne or that, and it took 
over two years to get into it, you had to be aware of the standards and at that time the staffhad to 
be retrained and remember you were dealing with well mature staff that had served 
apprenticeships and all, so it was difficult, but we got over that hurdle and we did very well. We 
found that we were bringing in the top - higher echelons of society in and then also the Americans 
and then they realised that for every client we'd get, leading hotels of the world would get around 
400 dollars, so they decided that was a bit too much. 
115.MM: Was that every new client? 
116.SH: Yes, every new client, but also if they booked through leading hotels (a percentage was 
taken), at that time we used to have a chauffeur who if need be would meet you at the airport and 
if you had the penthouse there would be a butler, now it was a waiter but he was called a butler, 
but these clients they had the money to pay, they just felt sure put it on the bill, kind of thing. If 
they wanted to do in-house dining they'd go through the restaurant and we'd check the market and 
get the best lobster and all that. When Jury's took over they decided no. But in fairness we had a 
renaissance, because Joe Russell, in fairness got us back into the leading hotels, but after two years 
Jury's decided no again. By that stage leading hotels were gone to the Shelbourne, the Marriott 
Hotel, the Westbury and all that, but we were the first to get it. 
117 .MM: Was there ever any women serving up with you? 
118.SH: Yes, believe it or not, it was remarked because we had a young girl who served an 
apprenticeship with us in the restaurant and was to be appointed but for a male-dominated world, 
and because we used to do a lot of Gueridon work, but she did pass her apprenticeship but then 
decided she would rather work inside with her colleagues (in the Palm Court), but it was a male 
dominated profession at that time. 
119 .MM: Why do you think that was? 
120.SH: I don't know, when I look at the Hibernian, there used to be a female in the lounge who 
used to do the afternoon teas, but for the Hibernian the big room I think it was because they had to 
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serve an apprenticeship and at that time you had the Gueridon work and you had to carry those 
trays. The trays in that time were very heavy; today I don' t think you'd get away with the health 
and safety aspect. I remember lads saying to me 'weight this tray' and it was a half stone before 
putting any breakfast on it, and they were expected to carry this in your hand and knock on the 
door. At that time we didn't use trolleys but then we had to use trolleys, but they were some 
weight. You were using a cloche and in those days, it was solid silver. 
121.And in the restaurant what we were renowned for was the beef, and we would do our own carving, 
it was again the head waiter, which was usually myself or John that would do the carving, or the 
waiters would and we used to have to flambe dishes, so smaller but we kept the old tradition of 
Gueridon work. 
122 .MM: So the changes, you felt, came in the Berkley Court when Jury' s took over about 2002? 
123 .SH: Defmitely they did, the a,ccountants took over and they were cost cutting. Then we found 
that we were dealing with different clientele. In fairness, when Michael Governey was there we 
had the business man, and the weekends were quiet because the business man was away so you 
had the higher echelons of society. But then a new culture shock came with Jury's because they 
realised on the computer system that the Berkley had room and the tour bus would arrive. Now we 
didn't think that was prudent, I'm not trying to be smart or snobby, but the clients who were 
paying the top market prices did not like to see the tour busses arriving. And when some of these 
new clients were staying, some of them would bring home souvenirs with them. Breakfast trays 
weighed significantly less coming down in the morning, silver tea pots, cruet sets would be 
missing. You couldn' t say anything. 
124.MM: Now Michael Govemey moved to the Conrad after the Berkley Court, didn't he? 
125 .SH: After PV died, Michael left and did some consultancy work and then went to the Conrad 
Hotel. Michael Brennan took over after PV died and he was entirely different, and in fairness 
when Michel Brennan passed, young David Doyle got a chance and we felt a resurgence was 
coming back to the Berkley, he was spending money and I think that may have caused him trouble 
because he may not have passed it with the board or that. Then unfortunately like many families 
the Doyles fell out with each other, as you know, and we felt that we were caught in the middle. In 
fairness when Bernie bought back over and she came back in, she wiped Jury's and Pat McCann 
out and as time moved on, never in our wildest dreams did we think that she'd sell. 
126.MM: Do you think that Michael brought some of his clients with him to the Conrad? 
127 .SH: I think he did, but I think we held on to most of them because we were the prestige, 
where he was still trying to build up that but we were one step ahead of him. We knew then that 
we had a fight on our hands but remained one step ahead of him, because the staff were so well 
trained and when I said to you 'Jack or Gary is looking after you today' , you knew that they knew 
the little attributes, like 'he likes the Melba toast with his cheese' . And we used to have two 
Americans, Ethel and Arty, who came from California and they'd ring the week before hand and 
we'd be out getting the stuff for them. We used to do 'OeufEthel and Arty' for them which was a 
scrambled egg put back into the shell with some caviar and that was named after that. And they 
would book out the restaurant and put on a big banqueting diner and they would invite Vincent 
Doyle and all the high society people to dine with them, and they loved that. We purposefully 
made a signature dish for them and put it on the menu and they loved it- the personal touch. At 
one stage when Dr. Smurfit was home you ' d bring his cigars up and it got to the stage when Dr. 
Smurfit came in that he may drink a bottle of certain bottle of wine and his client would have 
another one (laugh). We were all used to their certain attributes and that, but it stood to the good 
training we gave to the waiting personnel. 
128.MM: Did you know Hector Fabron at all? 
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129 .SH: Yes, I met him in the Hibernian when I was a young commis, Hector used to walk around 
with the keys jangling and you'd hear him coming. Molly was his wife and they had dogs. When 
Molly would come down for breakfast I'd look after her. This was part of the training for the 
commis. But Hector, in fairness, he trained Michael Governey and you could see the type of 
hotelier he was, he dressed to impress. He'd stop you in the morning and he'd check your hands, 
' let me see those nails, turn them over', and at that time the shirts were starched and they'd have to 
be white and the shoes, naturally, polished and that stood to you. If not, 'home young man, 
home' . That's it, you'd be just sent out the door. 
130.MM: Did anyone else in your family work in catering? 
13l.SH: No they didn't. They often wondered how I did the unsocial hours, I didn't mind, the 
breakfast shift was early and I remember coming home at five in the morning when I was courting, 
to collect a white shirt for work, and coming down the stairs and my father grabbing me saying 
'come here you, you never came !;lome, and I saying 'of course I did, ask, mum, I'm on my way to 
work'. (laugh) After a disco you'd realise you had no shirt and you were on the breakfust shift. 
You had to have your white crisp shirt because otherwise you would be hung (laugh). They often 
wondered how I did it. I often offered to help my mother in the kitchen, but my father would tell 
me to stop my messing that he preferred the bacon and cabbage to the fancy stuff I'd be 
suggesting. My brother Tony loved his food and wine and later on he'd eat out in the best places 
and tell me about them, he's a bit of a wine buff. 
132 .MM: Were you aware ofGuilbaud's opening up or did it take a while to build its clientele? 
133.SH: When Guilbaud's opened up first, one or two or our clients went and came back telling us 
it was gorgeous but that they weren't getting enough food. We used to have the beef trolley and if 
they wanted it we'd give them the extra slice. The chef used to go mad saying he'd never make 
money on it, but I'd say 'but look at the bottle of wine they are drinking' . We allowed for some 
loss makers once you were making it on the wine. When Guilbaud's opened up they tried it, loved 
the presentation, but the gents used to come out saying it wasn't substantial . They weren' t aware 
of the Irish appetite, and of course the Irish people and their potatoes and no matter what you had 
to have potatoes and he disagreed with that, he nearly died. When the nouvelle thing started of 
course our clients would go, they had to be seen there, but we used to say 'try out the rest, and 
then come back to the best' . We knew they would come back, we didn't mind them going, the 
likes of Margaret Heffernan, they would come back and tell us how it was, and when they 
travelled abroad to places like Dubai they would come back and tell us. Eventually I got out there 
and saw the seven stars and that but I think where we kept ahead of them is that we were aware of 
their attributes, we knew what they liked and didn't like. When Albert Reynolds used to come in I 
used to call him the 'Ayatollah' and people would look and he'd say 'that's Sean for you', and I 
tell him this is what your having today, one particular incident I particularly remember is the 
Japanese Ambassador came in on day looking for Albert' s table. It wasn't booked but I said 'sit 
down', and I tried to get Albert on the phone. I eventually got his daughter and found out he was 
in London. I told her to tell him I had the Japanese Ambassador waiting for him at his table. So I 
looked after the Ambassador with sole and prawns and that and then got Albert on the phone to 
talk to him and they agreed to meet the following day in the Savoy in London. But when he went 
to the Savoy the next day he told Albert the Maitre D 'hotel had looked after him very well and 
Albert told him how I had tracked him down through his daughter. As a Maitre D 'hotel I used to 
tell them not to worry about the menu that I would get them whatever they wanted, the chefs 
didn't like me for that, I used to check the ingredient in the kitchen. And if the sole wasn't fresh , 
I'd say that's not going on the menu, I won't serve it. That was it. I was always aware of the fact 
that you are only as good as your last meal, and that you don't get a second chance to impress . If it 
is not good, it' s not coming out. 
134.MM: So you were really quality control in the place? 
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135.SH: Yes, I'd walk around the kitchen and taste the sauces and that, I had to know what was 
going out, they didn't like you for it, but they respected the fact that I knew how to peel prawns, 
skin sole, all these things I learnt in the Hibernian kitchen and in Catha! Brugha Street. 
136.MM: Was the training you got in Catha! Brugha Street valuable to you? 
137 .SH: That was very valuable, the two days a week I did here back then, very valuable because 
you were brought inside to the other area which at that time was a revolution in itself, to think that 
a waiting person was being brought the other side of the hotplate. Eventually we had that in the 
Hibernian, but that only happened because I was blown into the kitchen with the gas thing (laugh). 
My first experience of that was as a pageboy in Jury's, Dame Street, I remember seeing a chef 
chopping onions and saying I'd Jove to do that. They showed me in the larder how to chop an 
onion and I'd do the post quickly and come down and say can I chop a few onions? He'd say 'yes 
Sean, but wash your hands afterwards'. 
138.MM: Was Willy Widmer still there, and Joe Collins? 
139 .SH: Yes, and Joe Gray, but the only reason I got in there was that I had to go through the 
kitchen to collect dockets and bring them up to accounts. So I'd chop a few onions between jobs. 
But in the college, the training stood to you, and eventually when I came back here to do the 
advanced course with Christy Sands and Michael Ganly, we were brought into the kitchen also. 
140.MM: When did you do that course? 
14l.SH: Late 70s, I was still in the Hibernian, at that stage they brought in the 706/3 Advanced 
courses and decided to put on an advanced waiters course as well. It was set up for head waiters at 
the time. I was one of the first to do it. Jimmy Kilbride had started the 706/3 and Christy Sands 
started this course at the same time. We got involved inside with Michael Ganly and he'd show us 
in the kitchen how to make a stock for a minestrone soup and that, we learnt all that and did more 
Gueridon work and that. It stood to us at that time and was very much a refresher course and I in 
tum could bring it back and say 'lads, Gueridon work is not gone, but we've got to do it quicker'. 
At that time when you were doing a crepes suzette, you were peeling the orange and slicing the 
lemon- 35 minutes to do one- you don't have time anymore, caster sugar instead of grating the 
sugar, we now had fifteen minutes to do it rather than thirty five. Eventually that is what we did, 
but we kept the Gueridon work going. It was like the Steak Diane. 
142.MM: So when did you start to teach in Catha! Brugha Street? 
143 .SH: In 1982 I 1983, after I did the advanced course, I came here and I started doing two or 
three hours a week. Eventually the NCCCB courses came in and I started doing the bar course 
with the bar that was downstairs, I also did the Dips and H. Dips and that is when I started going 
crazy. We were coming up to the anniversary of the college (1941-1991) and Bob Lawlor wanted 
to do something and I got the students involved, and got props from RTE and transformed the 
place. 
Sean used reverse psychology to get agreement from RTE props and art departments for help, saying 
he would just fail the student if they didn't manage to put on a good show. He used tiles that had 
been used for Strumpet City to line the corridors of the college and got tram ticket from the Tram 
Museum in Howth. They transformed the college back to the 40s and had recordings of Noel Pearson 
talking about the rare old times. Another year they did themed lunches on food through the ages and 
Bobby Maxwell who was a chef in the college got a whole Iamb roasted in the Gresham Hotel. The 
year Bob Lawlor was leaving for head office, the theme was AI Capone and the gangsters and they 
got a girl to jump out of a cake with a Tommy gun in her hand. His finest event was in 1990 when he 
managed to get three members of the Irish Soccer Team into the college, through his contacts with 
Eddie Corcoran and have a whole ltalia 90 theme to the event, the foyer was done out like a Subway 
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with rubbish on the ground, and a football pitch was laid out in the canteen using undertakers fake 
grass. 
144.MM: Do you remember Snaffies restaurant on Leeson Street? 
145.SH: Now Snaffles was also a nightclub ifyou remember, and some of our younger clientele 
used to go there. The Burlington also had a rooftop restaurant called Annabelle's that started out 
and turned into a disco later. Another one like that while I was in the Hibernian was the Paradiso 
in Westmoreland Street, and believe it or not, that was competition and we had to check that out, 
and they had a Maitre d'Hotel there who dressed immaculately and who was so gracious, he'd say 
'welcome Sir or Madam, we are so fortunate to have you this evening, we really are, and your 
name young lady', and they absolutely loved it. As I said 'you put on a show', it's like I say the 
bounce in the Berkley Room, you built a rapport with the clientele, you knew not to mess with the 
business lunches but keep them happy. 
146.Even in the State Banquets, back then not all of the politicians would be familiar with the layout of 
the table and you'd tell them 'right to left, see how many forks and knives there are and always 
start from the outside and work in', but as I said that did well. It was the same with the glasses, 
you explained to them. Now, at the gastronomic dinners, that's were I learnt, where I got my 
formal training on these matters. But at the gastronomic events we took the glasses off the table 
after each course and the clients knew to drink their wine or loose it when we cleared between 
courses. See you couldn't have six glasses on the table at the same time, and it was the same with 
the port and brandy. No wonder we didn't get out till 2am at those events (laugh). Times have 
changed now. 
147.MM: What is the biggest change you have seen in the restaurant business in Dublin during 
your career? 
148.SH: The biggest change I have seen is the degrading of the waiting side of things, I think the 
nouvelle cuisine thing made it happen, but I see now a resurgence particularly among those who 
have the money, they want something different. That's what we did in the Berkley, 'I will cook 
you your dish, let it be prawns whatever style you would like, flamed with Pemod or Cointreau or 
whatever'. That then became a signature dish for that client when they came in. If a business client 
came in, I'd say 'tonight we are glad to see you in, what would you like us to do for you?' You 
felt 'I own this waiter, he is going to look after us and look what he can do, the way he serves and 
he is dressed immaculately'. Not what's happening now where you are looking at the waiter and 
he doesn't even know the dish. We were quick, we were sharp, and if you wanted a dessert we'd 
do it to order at the table with some fruits flamed in Contreau or Tia Maria, the way the customer 
wanted it. More so the younger people thought 'this is great, he is cooking at the table' . In 
America, I saw the chef actually cook omelettes or eggs at the table, not at a buffet table. They 
used to call it 'seen service'. 
149.MM: They used to do that in the Metropole in 0' Connell Street years ago, back in the 50s and 
60s. 
150.SH: The clients loved that, more so the Americans when they came over and they thought the 
'seen service' was super, they didn't see it often at home. They would bring in clients to try the 
flambe work, because they were fascinated by it. They felt they owned the waiter for the night, 
because they might have prawns cooked on the Gueridon for starter, a Chateaubriand carved at the 
table for mains and then fmish off with a sweet. 
15l.MM: At what stage did that come to an end in most places? 
152.SH: When the nouvelle cuisine came in around the late 1970s, and then as I said it was slowly 
coming back, because although the waiting apprenticeships were coming to an end and they were 
not as aware of what wine goes with what food, people who were going abroad were coming back 
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and saying 'hang on a minute, we are paying top dollar in this place, why can't we get the same 
service as we get abroad? What's wrong here? Where is the professionalism gone?' I always kept 
emphasising that you provided a service, you were not servile, and yes there will always be a 
demand if you know what wine will go with what food, and if you can do some Gueridon work, 
they will pay for it. A waiter can make a meal or ruin it. There is nothing worse than a waiter just 
placing the food down on the table, or going into an empty restaurant and the waiter asking if you 
have an reservation and pretending to check a busy reservations book, just show the client to a 
nice table. Names, they love, if you can get a client' s name and even better remember what it is 
they like, even better. They like to see the salesperson in you, I could assure my guests that the 
prawns were going to be fresh and that, because I would cook them at that table, and I would 
recommend the wines and of course I would know if it was going on the company account to go 
for a more expensive wine, or if a client came in on their own account, often a client would say 
'I'm coming in with the missus tonight', in other words, I'm paying so go easy on the bill. 
153 .It is like the great judge Martin, when he retired, there was no such thing as a free meal, he'd say 
'Sean, I have a few barristers co~ing to check me out today, I think we'll try a little Chateau 
Lynch-Bages', or if there were cigars he'd take a few extra, and of course at the end of the meal he 
would say 'well gentlemen, of course there will be no fee for this today, but of course you will 
take the bill ' (laugh). As he used to say 'there is no such thing as a free lunch', mind you if he 
came in on his own expense he'd say 'we're going on the house wine today' and there would be 
no cigars served (laugh). People will always pay for good service, and if you look at the places 
that are spending money, I think they should spend a bit more front of house, with training in the 
restaurant. Ireland has got slagged a bit recently saying the chefs and ingredients are great but 
unfortunately the front of house is letting us down. But I think it is great to see we are producing 
great chefs now but you got to be aware how it goes on the table and what the customer wants 
because it is he who is paying for it. Even Gordon Ramsay has said the importance of meeting and 
greeting the client and that has got to be made clear to the waiters today. We have been criticised 
that stafflook under pressure, as I say 'you are putting on a show, guys, I don't want to know your 
problems, smile, you are putting on a show tonight, and at the end of the day, if you do you will be 
rewarded. Remember you are only as good as your last meal'. 
154.MM: But there was good money in it? 
155 .SH: Oh, yes, you standard of living was very good, the taxman needn't know about the 
'dropsy' (tips) but that's what motivated us. I decided where people sat, and if people wanted the 
top tables, they were willing to reimburse me to sit there. They may not always get the table but 
when they did they appreciated it. That was the name of the game. I make no apologies for that. 
That is how we had such a high standard of living, but we looked after them. Clients loved it, it 
will eventually come back that service will be king again. You can see from Irish people travelling 
the world, their palates have changed; they are no longer looking for bacon and cabbage. 
End ofinterview 
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